
8TH GRADE SUPPLY LIST

Welcome to 8th Grade. To be prepared and organized, please bring the materials
listed below to class every day:

A pencil case containing:

Pencils, eraser, and sharpener

Pens (black, blue, red, green)

Highlighters

Glue stick

A small ruler

Five or six colored pencils



Scissors

Pencil case

Regular earphones that can be put in
their computer pocket case

Additionally, the following classes have specific supply requirements:

Reading and Writing Workshop

Post it notes x 5

Multi-colored post-it tabs

2  lined, A4 notebooks, 40 pages,or a
notebook of your choice



2 clear plastic A4 covers

Algebra & Pre-Algebra

A medium A4 two-ring binder

Dividers (one packet)

A4 size graph-lined loose-leaf paper

Scientific calculator (labeled with name)
● Please purchase the Texas

Instruments-30X IIS



Science 8

1 A4 graph paper heft

Health 8

1 A4 clip folder

Social Studies 8

2 Lined A4 notebooks - 40 pages each

Three-flap folder
(Dreiflügelmappe Vario A4)



German Classes - For the German course your child is enrolled in, they need:

German
1-5

(non-
native)

1

1

A4 - medium sized Ring Binder (2 holes,
white)
DIN A4 Ring-Ordner, mittlere Stärke (2 Löcher,
weiß)

1 x Notebook (A4, 40 lined sheets -  NO coil
notebooks)
1 DIN A4 Heft, 40 Blatt, liniert

German
Native 1

1

1

A4 - medium sized Ring Binder (2 holes,
white)
DIN A4 Ring-Ordner, mittlere Stärke (2 Löcher,
weiß)

50 Blatt A4 loose-leaf lined paper with
correction lines (Please fill binder with all 25)
A4 Papier (liniert, Korrekturrand, 25 Blatt)

Post-It Sticky Notes (any color) (large enough
to write a few sentences)
Post-it Notes

French/Spanish classes - For the French/Spanish course your child is enrolled
in, they need:

1 A4 notebook with lines (“60 Blatt”)
1 DIN A4 Heft, 60 Blatt, liniert,



1 clear plastic A4 cover (re-use from last
year please if possible)

Supplies can be bought at various locations, but here are some suggestions:
1. Libro, various branches, www.libro.at
2. Pagro, various branches, www.pagro.at
3. Müller, various branches, www.mueller-drogerie.at
4. Stöger, Billrothstraße 85, 1190 Wien, www.stoeger.net
5. Freudensprung, various branches incl. Millennium City, www.freudensprung.at
6. Interspar, various branches, www.interspar.at

Please refresh your supplies throughout the year.
Thank you!
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